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Lecturers from Marino College in Dublin
were recently treated to two days of
CPD from one of The Carlton Group’s
Trainers, Angie Sawicki.

The lecturers visited Carlton
Professional’s dedicated training facility,
Carlton Tower, to update their
Electrotherapy skills; Marino College will
be offering Facial Electricals to their
Beauty Therapy students for the first
time in September 2012.  

The Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) training focused on
both the theory behind Electrotherapy
treatments as well as practical elements.
Over the two days the lecturers studied
treatments such as Facial Galvanic,
Faradic, Microcurrent and High
Frequency, all performed on Carlton
Professional machines.

Luxury Family Hotels has announced a partnership with
luxury spa brand [ comfort zone ]. 

The partnership sees [ comfort zone ] become
the leading spa brand within six of the highly
individual properties which form the Luxury Family
Hotels group. The hotels include the award-winning
New Park Manor, Woolley Grange, The Elms, Fowey
Hall, The Ickworth and Moonfleet Manor. 

[ comfort zone ] is providing Luxury Family Hotels
with a complete line of spa treatments and retail products recognised for their ability to deliver
deep relaxation benefits combined with outstanding skincare results. To complement the
beautiful and stylish surroundings of the individual properties, [ comfort zone ], in conjunction
with Luxury Family Hotels, has created a capsule range of signature treatments for each
property due to be launched later this year.

SALONGENIUS has
launched a new
online booking
service,
BOOK4GENIUS.

An easy to use
salon appointment
system, the service
automatically accepts
calls from any device and allows clients to
book online using Smart Phone devices,
tablets or via social network streams. 

BOOK4GENIUS also ensures clients
can secure an appointment no matter
what the time of day, with the service
available all day, every day.

The Bluebeards Revenge dropped
anchor aboard The Yacht on Temple
Pier, in London, recently, for an exclusive
insight into the product range and the
exciting unveiling of their newest
addition, the Aftershave Cologne.

Offering up wet shaves courtesy of
Jacks of London, henna tattoos and tray-
upon-tray of hearty food bowls, the
launch welcomed a wealth of industry
professionals and those involved with the male grooming line.

Bluebeard-In-Chief, David Hildrew, gave an overview of the range, detailing their marketing
strategies to drive awareness of the products, which
includes partnerships with sporting teams, such as the
London Wasps and Mixed Martial Arts sportsmen. 

Male Cancer charity Orchid’s Chief Executive,
Rebecca Porta, then took to the floor to highlight their
involvement with the company and Jane Peyton from
the School of Booze ended the event delivering a
session in beer and chocolate tasting, much to the
delight of the evening’s invitees. 

Riverside rendezvous 

Fully booked

Electric
spark

Business Partners

Zoe Hardman, co-presenter of ITV’s Take Me Out: The
Gossip, recently paid a visit to celebrity facialist Elizabeth
Caroline, in London. Elizabeth invited Zoe to experience
her unique Elementals Red Carpet Facial, for some much
needed relaxation and pampering, hosted by the Spa
Illuminata, Mayfair.  

Of her celebrity client, Elizabeth said, “Zoe is no
stranger to the red carpet. My ‘Elementals by Elizabeth’ leaves the skin glowing,
and the participant feeling incredibly calm and refreshed - just what a girl needs
with a busy work schedule and especially when appearing on TV!”

Red Carpet client
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